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Before you watch 
A Match the word with the definition. 

compost  drought   export  import  
conference environmentalist  harvest  vertical farming  

      
1.   : a long period of time when there is no rain and people don’t have 

enough water 

2.   : a pile of decaying plant matter that is used to improve soil 

3.   : a large meeting that often lasts several days where people talk about 
a subject 

4.   : to cut and collect crops from the fields when they are ready 

5.   : sending something out of a country, usually to sell it 

6.   : a person who is concerned about the environment and works to 
protect it 

7.   : bringing something into a country, usually to sell it 

8.   : a method of growing crops where the plants are stacked on top of 
one another in a building 

 
 

While you watch 
A Watch the video. Write C if the topic is discussed by Celia and A if it is discussed by the 

anchor. If the topic is discussed by both people write both letters. 
 

   world population 

   eco-conference 

   compost 

   transportation costs 

   vertical farming 

   the environment  
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B Watch the video. Then, write the words from the box to complete the sentences. 

cheaper    drought    hi-rise greenhouses 
cold    environmentalists  indoors   
Columbia University  environmentally friendly transportation costs 
composted    harvested   water   
Dickson Despommier  hectares 

 
1. In the future, in order to grow enough food we’ll need 1 billion   of 

new land if we continue to farm the way we do now. 

2.    say that we need to do something if we want to avoid food 
shortages. 

3. Vertical farming was developed by   a professor  at   

       . 

4. Vertical farms are basically   that can be built in cities. 

5.  In a vertical farm, crops are grown   and in 

    instead of soil. 

6. Crops are less likely to be affected by   or 

    in a vertical farm. 

7. Vertical farms are more   because waste can be   
8.    will be greatly reduced because food will be grown, 
   and consumed in the same area. 

9. If vertical farms become a normal way of farming, food might become  . 
 

After you watch 
A Answer the questions below. 

1. Why do you think it is important to find new ways of growing foods? 
   
  
   
 
2. Food shortages are expected to happen because of a growing population. What are some other 

problems that can come from overpopulation? Can you think of ways to help solve those 
problems? 

   
   
   
   


